Breaking Point
We stretch the best recovery gear
in the industry to its limits to find out
which one snaps under pressure.
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need. For this issue we have sourced some of the best recovery kits
available and put them through the gauntlet to determine who is the
king of the hill, mud bog, or dune.

Side by Side Comparison

KINETIC RECOVERY

I
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Setting up winching operations
with blocks, shackles, and
winch line extensions.
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t was a blistering hot afternoon in southeastern Morocco and a sand
storm was working its way across Erg Chigaga. We crested a dune
and came upon an SUV buried to its frame in soft blow sand. My
traveling buddy Mohamed stopped the Land Cruiser, and we got
out to inspect the situation; he retrieved a thin nylon rope and two light-duty
carabiners. I would have put money on the table that our recovery string was
going to break, but with a bit of digging, pushing, and pulling we were eventually able to extricate the vehicle.
Although I am a big fan of MacGyverism, and improvisation is mandated
at times, setting up a recovery kit is no place to cut corners. The reason is that
the equipment used during a vehicle recovery is subjected to heavy loads and
stores significant kinetic energy. When a link in the system fails, that energy
is released, causing parts to take flight and people to get hurt. If you are on
the trail long enough you will eventually come across a vehicle with its rubber
side facing one of the cardinal points or up toward the heavens. This is the
moment that the money you spent on quality gear will pay dividends.
Recovery kits are the unsung heroes of backcountry travel. Their components are dragged through the dirt and over rocks, stretched like a wishbone
on Thanksgiving Day, and then stowed for extended periods of time exposed
to the elements or stuffed in a dark, moist cubbyhole. On a moment’s notice
they are expected to jump back into action and save our bacon in a time of

The recovery strap, commonly referred to as a tug’em or snatch
strap, is core to a vehicle’s basic kit. Over the years I’ve seen many
people extract vehicles with chains, rigging rope, nylon cord, and
anything else you can imagine. While these implements are put into
service for the lack of better options, the chain has the greatest potential to damage a vehicle. This is because a chain has zero elasticity,
and every ounce of energy is immediately transferred to the vehicle’s
attachment points.
Contrary to popular belief, bigger is not always better. Kinetic
recovery straps are designed to stretch under load, which allows energy to build and be stored (often referred to as the rubber band
effect). This reduces harsh impacts on attachment points and allows
accumulated energy to assist in moving the load (vehicle) in a more
gentle manner. For example, utilizing a strap designed for the weight
of a Ram 3500 to extract a Suzuki Samurai will not yield the same
elasticity and be less dynamic. Another point to mention is that a
kinetic strap should usually be avoided in a winching system, where
elasticity is an undesirable attribute. Nylon webbing will stretch (2030 percent yield), where polyester webbing, Dyneema, or AmsteelBlue synthetic rope tends to yield very little.
Keep in mind that a “trucker’s strap” or tie-down is not a recovery tool. In my early days I found one laying on the highway, picked
it up, and because it was yellow and looked like a recovery strap,
put it into service. Bad idea. Tiedowns are designed to firmly secure
a load and have little elasticity. It is important to remember that
any product not rated for a given use will likely fail with disastrous
results.

STRAPS VERSUS ROPES

Back in the day there were few options when it came to selecting
a recovery strap. We picked up a yellow Keeper at the local auto parts
store and were good to go. During the last decade, several companies
have introduced kinetic recovery “ropes” (KERR), braided nylon
line borrowed from the marine and aviation industries. Depending
on construction technique, they are wrapped in a protective sleeve
and may be dipped in a polymer coating to reduce intrusion of grit
and moisture. They are usually pliable and easy to use, but are not as
compact as traditional roll-em-up units. However, a consideration
is that if the exterior sleeve is compromised, the inner nylon rope
becomes vulnerable to damage.

WORKING LOAD LIMIT AND
MINIMUM BREAKING STRENGTH
In today’s high-hype world of marketing, selecting the appropriate items for a recovery kit can be confusing. Terms like working
load limit (WLL), minimum breaking strength (MBS), and ultimate
strength are plastered on ads and packaging material. But what does
it all mean? Is it calculated for a single-line pull, basket configura-

PULLEY BLOCKS

Left to right: Warn Epic, Extreme Outback
Products, ARB Ultra Lite, 23Zero, and Master
Pull. While the Master Pull features a lightweight
polymer sheave and is for synthetic rope only,
the others are suitable for steel cable as well.
Our selection of pulley blocks varied greatly in
design, size, weight, and WLL. Note the size and
shape of the openings; a consideration if you find
yourself in need of connecting two shackles.

STRAPS/ROPES

TREE PROTECTORS

EXTENSIONS

SHACKLES

While 23Zero, ARB, Warn, and
Extreme Outback Products utilize
traditional synthetic web recovery
straps, Master Pull and Bubba
Rope use double-braided rope.

When it comes to winch line
extensions, polyester web-style
straps (ARB and 23Zero) are
more resilient to being dragged
across rocks and debris, but unlike
synthetic rope (Warn, Master Pull,
and Bubba Rope), they can’t be
threaded through a pulley block.

Minimum breaking strength
(as tested) of tree protectors
ranged from 30,072 pounds
(ARB) to 14,676 pounds (Warn).
Both of these products reached
their advertised limits.

Although most manufacturers
offer cast steel shackles, Warn
(top center) and Van Beest
(bottom right) are forged and
Bubba Rope’s is crafted from
Plasma synthetic rope.
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Top four photos: We utilized Certified Sling’s ASTM-certified 50-foot test
bed, equipped with a 120,000-pound hydraulic ram, to stretch soft products
to their limits. Bottom left: Although hauling off a box of shredded (and expensive) gear left us a bit melancholy, proper testing requires pushing products to their breaking points. Bottom right: For the careful observer, there
are usually signs, both audible and visual, that a product is on the brink
of failure. This block from 23Zero began to elongate and deform prior to
reaching its advertised MBL, which could be disastrous in a real-life winching scenario.
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All pulley blocks, whether a single or multiple sheave, provide
the same function and increase the mechanical advantage of a system. A comparison would be the difference between 5th and 1st
gear in a transmission. Starting off the line in 5th gear (.72:1 ratio
for example) will stall the engine, while the mechanical advantage
offered by 1st gear (4:1) will get you going down the trail. A singlesheave pulley can increase the mechanical advantage of a winch by
100 percent by halving the speed at which it must move a load for a
given revolution of the motor. There are several schools of thought
regarding construction technique and materials: some use forged
side plates while others prefer formed steel. During an extended
pull under heavy load there is significant friction on the hub. Some
manufacturers utilize a greaseable unit while others prescribe to selflubricating polymer sheave. Another consideration is whether it can
be disassembled in the field to remove mud and debris. A question
I hear often pertains to why a pulley block is rated for steel or synthetic rope. The answer is simple: a block designed specifically for
synthetic rope has a polymer sheave. They are lighter for a given
WLL but may be scarred or damaged if used with steel cable. The
last consideration, though rarely needed, is if the attachment point
will accommodate more than one shackle (used for a suspended
deadman configuration). If it does, do the shackles nest side-by-side
or stack awkwardly upon one another?

SOFT SHACKLES

New to the market is the Gator-Jaw soft shackle from Bubba
Rope (there are a few knockoffs available). The concept behind a soft
shackle is to eliminate the weight (mass) of metal components from

a winching system and increase safety in the event of a failure. Crafted from Plasma synthetic rope, the Gator-Jaw has a knot on one
end and loop on the other; slip the knot through the loop and pull
tight. As load is applied, the loop constricts around the knot. It is an
ingenious design, but as is the case with all fibrous products they are
susceptible to damage if dragged across abrasive debris. With regard
to good old steel shackles, if they begin life as a quality unit they will
most likely maintain their physical properties for decades.

TESTING PROCEDURES

Subjective analysis began in the sand dunes of northern Nevada
with Overland Journal contributor Ned Bacon. Ned’s experience
with extricating wayward vehicles dates back to the 1970s. He has an
eye for small nuances that make a big difference in the field and little
tolerance for those who cut corners on quality to save a few pennies.
We spent 2 days analyzing materials, quality and density of stitching,
finished edges of machined surfaces, and the possibility of damage
under severe conditions. Each product was also evaluated for ease of
use, storage, and possible maintenance requirements. We considered
whether carry bags utilize zippers, Velcro, or buckles, if the pockets
were large and durable enough to fit and support heavy equipment,
and if they were suited for exterior storage. In a real-world recovery
situation I may use my strap, someone else’s block, and yet another’s
shackle. Having said this, it is important that all items in my kit
are industry standard and will work in harmony with those of others. When we were done with the hands-on analysis we configured
various combinations of gear and dragged, pulled, and winched each
other around the desert.
Phase two took place at Mid Pacific Engineering (MPE) in Sacramento, California, and Certified Slings in Tampa, Florida. MPE specializes in crushing and stretching industrial products to the point of
failure, and Certified Slings is a supplier of MIL-SPEC equipment
for the armed forces and shipping industry. Using a 120,000-pound
hydraulic ram and 50-foot test bed, we set out to push soft items
(straps and ropes) to their advertised breaking strengths. We focused on stitching, fiber integrity, elasticity, and if products achieved
MBSs. Blocks were tested at the advertised WLL, shackles at 1.5
times WLL, and we evaluated for deformation (elongation) as well
as post-test function.
When you review our lab data and the units that failed to reach
their MBSs, it should be noted that some advertised limits are much
higher than others in the same category. For example, the Bubba
Rope and Master Pull winch extensions failed at approximately 85
percent of their MBSs (15,078 and 18,437 pounds respectively),
while the Warn unit reached its MBS of 12,000 pounds. In short, a
failure of this type is not indicative of a substandard product.

PRODUCT SELECTION

Although we have newcomers to the field, most of the contenders have been in the recovery rink for decades. Products in this
comparison are from 23Zero, ARB, Bubba Rope, Extreme Outback
Products, Master Pull, and Warn Industries. Although several offer
full recovery kits, all products are available à la carte and we evaluated each within its specific genre. The resulting Editor’s Choice picks
are a grab bag of items from different manufacturers.

THE DIRT IS IN THE DETAILS

tion, or choker? A product’s WLL is the maximum safe load that
should be applied under any conditions for sustained use. The MBS,
or breaking strength, represents the minimum applied load at which
a product will fail. Interestingly, the WLL of shackles and blocks
includes a safety factor which is a multiple of the WLL. For example,
a shackle with a WLL of 4.75 tons and safety factor of six will have
an MBS of 28.5 tons. Winch line extensions, tree protectors, and recovery straps
Calculate it out
usually state their breaking strength and
As a general guideline
should be labeled so from the factory.
all components in
The caveat is that these figures are based
a winching system
should have a WLL
on laboratory conditions—new product,
no less than twice
load uniformly applied, and straight-line
that of the winch,
pull—which I guarantee won’t happen in
which should be 1.5
the field. As a general guideline all compotimes the weight of
the vehicle.
nents in a winching system should have a
WLL no less than twice that of the winch,
which should be 1.5 times the weight of the vehicle. The exception
is a winch line or extender. When looped through a pulley block
and attached back to the winch mount, the inbound line is sharing
the load with the fixed line. This causes a bit of a quandary, as all
shackles provided by today’s recovery kit manufacturers are rated at
approximately 10,500 to 12,500 pounds—far less than they might
be subjected to while attached to a pulley block during a double-line
pull. More on these two subjects later.

During lab testing there were many aha moments. Several
products were standouts, while others failed to meet their
stated load limits. Before you read on about the products
that failed, I will say that the advertised “breaking strength”
or “ultimate strength” of nearly all soft products is not representative of their practical capabilities. We found that by the
time that most reached the 85 percent of MBS, fibers began
to pop, structural integrity had been compromised, and they
would not be suitable for service. A few fibers would fail
early on when the elasticity was exhausted, the reason being that some are slightly shorter (maybe a millimeter) and
the system was finding equilibrium. Whereas if they pop in
rapid succession, you have a problem.
I am not one to intentionally destroy
perfectly good equipment, but if a
product appeared to be failing prior
to reaching its WLL or MBS we took it
to the breaking point. I didn’t expect
any to fail, and was dismayed when
the first pop rang across the lab and
showers of fibers filled the air. The recovery
equipment industry owes it to the consumer to develop a
WLL standard for soft products—a stated tension that can
be applied repeatedly and in various configurations without
affecting future function (as the rigging industry does). For
example, nearly all soft products in this test will fail prior to
reaching their MBS if strung through a shackle in a basket
configuration. Again, this has to do with ratings being calculated on a straight-line pull under laboratory conditions.
Another interesting detail regarding WLL and safety factor
is that rigging manufacturers indicate a test load that is less
than the stated MBS (two times the WLL for shackles). In
other words, the MBS is theoretical rather than proven in a
lab. As is the case with most advertising, the dirty details
are in the fine print.

Above: It is important
to understand the
ratings of each
product, which are
defined for a singleline pull, choker
assembly, or basket
configuration.
Left: Although these
straps achieved their
advertised MBSs,
they were damaged
in the process and no
longer fit for service.
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23ZERO

4x4 Winch & Snatch Recovery Kit $349
Tree protector, winch line extension,
and recovery strap feature neoprene
stitching protectors. Hardware includes a pulley block, three shackles,
and a 2-inch receiver hitch. Pockets
are provided for each component.
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ustralian-based 23Zero, who cut their
teeth in the roof top tent sector, is a
newcomer to the recovery gear arena. It
is evident that they followed ARB’s lead
with this kit, both with the selection of accessories and
styling of products. This is not necessarily a bad thing
though since ARB has led the Down Under recovery
gear market for decades.
The kit includes a kinetic strap, 65-foot winch line
extension, tree protector, pulley block, two shackles,
receiver hitch, gloves, line damper, and tire gauge/
deflator. The recovery strap, tree saver, and winch line
extender are of good quality. Ends are wrapped with a
protective nylon casing and a Velcro tie is included for
storage. The tie, however, should have been omitted, as
it is inadequate and would fall apart in short order. The
strap has neoprene sleeves over the stitching for protection. ARB does this as well, but I don’t see the need
(other than a place for the company logo) and would
cut them off. Ned and I liked the old-school pulley
block. Side plates are powder coated, the sheave is zincplated, and it features a Zerk fitting for lubricating the
hub. The 23Zero and Extreme Outback pulley blocks
were the only ones in the test that accommodated dual
shackles without stacking.
The PVC-laminated storage bag has exterior pockets for shackles and a pulley block, an interior catchall
pocket, and padded sides. Quality of construction is
average; not nearly as robust as the ARB and Master
Pull bags. Another downside is that the pockets are
undersized, and returning
items to their respective
Pros
receptacle is a chore. The
• Comprehensive kit
• Cost
winch line damper is similar in construction to the
Cons
carry bag. Like the ARB it
• Light-duty bag and
is secured with Velcro and
winch line damper
has an internal pocket for
• Carry bag pockets too
adding weight. The kit insmall for components
• Kit missing tire deflator
cludes a tire deflator, but
• Pulley block failure
it was missing from our
below MBS
unit. In the lab, all straps
reached their expected
load limits. However, the pulley block failed when the
shackle opening deformed into a pear shape before
reaching the advertised MBS. Made in China, 1-year
warranty. 23zerousa.com

A

RB isn’t a newcomer to the recovery
world—the crew from Australia has been
pulling each other from Outback sand
and mud bogs for four decades. Although
they introduced their recovery gear in kit from a decade ago, they took their time in making improvements
and developing the current iteration. The Premium has
everything you’ll need for the unexpected backcountry
snafu, including a recovery strap, tree protector, winch
line extension, line damper, gloves, two screw pin
shackles, and an Ultra Light pulley block.
The bright orange carry bag, which is embossed with
a topographical map, will be easy to find in the dark.
Materials and stitching used are excellent quality, it has
a pocket for each item, large
quick-release buckles on the
Pros
• Quality components
closure, and a wide shoulder
• Comprehensive kit
strap for hauling it up the
• All components passed
trail. The tree saver, winch
lab testing
line extension, and recovery
strap have first-rate stitchCons
ing and protective sheaths
• Dual shackles don’t
nest in block
over the business ends.
• Light-duty gloves
While the traditional flatstrap form of the extension
is not as supple to work with as synthetic rope and can’t
be used with a pulley block, it can be dragged across
rocks and debris with less risk of damage.
A line damper should be incorporated into any
winching operation, and ARB’s does the trick ($40 option). Simply sandwich it around a rope or cable, and
add sand, rocks, or gravel to the interior pocket; this will
greatly reduce the possibility of injury should a system
failure occur. The quality of the pulley block matches
the rest of the kit. Side plates have cupped edges that are
easy to grab with gloved hands, fit tight against the pulley, and have holes to allow for easy cleaning. The sheave
is tapered to accommodate 1/4- to 1/2-inch line, and is
appropriate for steel or synthetic rope. The only shortfall is that while it will accept multiple shackles, they
may stack rather than nest depending on relative pull
angles. Shackles are rated at 4.75 tons but don’t have
the refined feel of the slightly more expensive forged
Van Beest units.
The leather gloves are suede-soft and were the most
comfortable in the review, but the tradeoff might be life
expectancy under severe use (they are planning an upgrade in 2017). ARB recently introduced Strap Wraps
($8 option), which use a heavy-duty buckle and quality
webbing to tidy things up when repacking. Overall this
is a high-quality, comprehensive kit and all components
passed the lab testing. Made in Australia and China.
arbusa.com, 888-427-2872

ARB

Premium Recovery Kit $418
Soft items include a recovery strap,
tree protector, and 66-foot winch line
extension. The pulley block has formed
steel side plates, a 19,800-pound
WLL, and ports for easy cleaning.
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EXTREME OUTBACK PRODUCTS
Recovery Kit PRO $450

Tree protector and recovery strap are
rated at 25,000 and 17,000 pounds
respectively. Hard items include a
17,500 MBS block, 4.75-ton shackles,
and Grade 70 rigging chain. The Extreme Outback kit includes a ratchet
strap, headlamp, and whistle.
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orthern California-based Extreme
Outback Products is a small company
with a big reputation for quality gear. If
you find yourself in a conversation with
owner George Carousos, you will understand his passion for equipment that works when you really need it.
Their PRO recovery kit combines many of the
company’s individual components and wraps them up
in a suitcase-style carry bag. It is a foldout design with
numerous pockets and sleeves, each fashioned for
specific components. Interior pockets are made of a
heavy mesh, which will allow wet items to dry quickly,
and the exterior features a reflective safety triangle (required in many countries for roadside stops). The kit
weighs in at 36 pounds and includes a recovery strap,
tree saver, two screw pin shackles, pulley block, 10
feet of Grade 70 chain with grab hooks, work gloves,
ratchet strap, folding shovel, headlamp, and whistle.
The only gripe we had with the carry bag was that
while it was handy when open, getting it there is quite
fiddly.
During field testing we found the overall quality of all items to be aligned with Extreme Outback’s
high standards. The strap and tree protector reminded
us of upgraded Keeper units, stitching is excellent
(10 rows across their 2-inch width), and eyelets are
reinforced with a heavy nylon sleeve. While the kit
does not have a winch line extension, the Grade 70
rigging chain is invaluable when you need to
Pros
• Fairly comprehensive kit
move large rocks or trees
• Includes rigging chain
from the trail (where a fi• Field serviceable block
ber strap or rope could be
• All components passed
damaged). The block is
lab testing
an old-school design, but
its wide opening was one
Cons
• Lacks winch extension
of only two that would
• Carry bag is awkward
comfortably accommodate a dual-shackle assembly. The side plates are rather loose, which allows
for mud and debris to enter but also makes it easy to
spray out. The quick-release pin on the hub made this
the easiest unit in the test to field service.
The neon gloves are worthy, if not incredibly bright,
and the addition of a ratchet strap, headlamp, shovel,
and whistle are a nice touch. This is a quality kit and all
components passed lab testing. Made in USA, El Salvador, and China, 1-year warranty. extremeoutback.com,
866-447-7711

W

arn Industries is the undisputed patriarch of the vehicle recovery sector.
They began with locking hubs for
WWII Willys and CJs before revolutionizing the industry in 1959 with the Belleview electric
winch (predecessor to the venerable M8274). New to their
lineup is the Epic series of straps and pulley blocks, as well
as an innovative concept for toting gear down the trail.
While many companies offer products borrowed from
the rigging industry, Warn departed from the norm and
created their own. The Epic lineup incorporates forged
steel for the shackles, pulley block, and business ends of
the tree protector. They are E-coated for protection against
abrasion and corrosion, instill a feeling of confidence, and
look like props from Terminator. The webbing used in the 30Pros
• Quality construction
foot strap has a softer feel and is
• Innovative and
more pliable than others in the
functional backpack
review. Quality is good, but a
• All components
concern would be that the soft
passed lab testing
material might be susceptible
to fraying on rough terrain. The
Cons
• Metal tree protector
addition of forged eyelets on the
ends
tree protector make it heavier
• Backpack could
than others, and this applicabe bigger
tion is contrary to the trend to
• Dual shackles won’t
nest in block
eliminate metal from a winch
system. However, weighted
ends might be handy in those awkward hillside situations
where you need to throw it around a tree.
The block shares the Epic line’s forged construction,
is appropriate for steel or synthetic line, and is a beautiful
piece of equipment. It will accept two shackles, but as with
the ARB, they will stack rather than nest in the opening.
Spydura winch line extension is made from Spectra 1000
synthetic rope, heat-treated to maximize tensile strength,
and is coated with high-temp urethane to reduce intrusion of sand or dirt. We liked Warn’s new winching gloves.
Sewn from durable synthetic leather and Kevlar they have
reinforced palm and knuckle areas, and allow for good
dexterity of the digits.
We received a prototype version of their new “backpack,” ($79) which may change how we haul recovery gear
down the trail. It is crafted from padded, water-resistant
ballistic nylon, has YKK zippers and MOLLE attachment
points, and compartments for each component. Most importantly, the shoulder straps are wide enough that they
won’t carve trenches in your back. It is a nice bag, though
Ned and I both thought it could be a little larger. In the
lab, all Warn products met or exceeded advertised load
limits. We were impressed with the Epic shackle (rated for
an 18,000-pound winch), which took a 36,024-pound
load in stride. This kit will be also offered in a heavy-duty
version ($432). Made in USA and China, 1-year warranty.
warn.com, 800-543-9276

WARN

Epic Recovery Kit $384/medium
Soft items include a Spydura winch line
extension, Epic tree protector, and premium 2-inch strap. Epic products are
forged steel and treated with E-coating
to protect against abrasion. Warn’s
new recovery backpack has wide
shoulder straps and room for a block,
tree protector, strap, and shackles.
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BUBBA ROPE
The Bubba KERR is treated with a highperformance polymer that stretches as
a load is applied. The Gator-Jaw soft
shackle may revolutionize how we rig a
recovery system. The ends of the winch
line extension feature molded rubber
guards over the eyelet splicing points.
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he guys at Bubba Rope don’t have any qualms
about the fact that they are good ol’, truckdriving boys from Florida. Looking to design
a better mousetrap, they began working
with technology borrowed from the aviation and marine
industries, crafting high-grade nylon rope into recovery
straps. This evolved into a business that includes KERRs,
winch lines and extenders, and the Gator-Jaw soft shackle;
their products have won multiple SEMA awards. Although
Bubba Rope will be offering kits in 2017, all products are
currently sold separately.
The Bubba ($164), which they refer to as “the strap
buster,” was their first product and remains a best seller.
It is cut from American-made, 7/8-inch double-braided
synthetic rope, available in 20- and 30-foot lengths, and
boasts a 30 to 35 percent stretch rate. It is also “Gatorized,” a process that submerges the line in a cocktail of
high-performance polymers that permeates the internal
strands. This not only reduces exterior abrasion and intrusion of grit, it also stretches with the fibers as a load
is applied. Bubba utilizes an extra long splice, rubberized
and reinforced eyelets, and heavy-duty stowage strap.
The 100-percent nylon Tree Hugger ($79) is wrapped in
a Cordura sleeve to protect the webbing from damage.
Each product includes a mesh storage bag with a durable
Velcro closure. They are sufficient in size and allow for
quick drying, but nearby gear will receive their mud and
grime. At the 2016 SEMA show they introduced a tiremounted storage bag, which negates the aforementioned
issue.
Bubba Rope has led the field of soft shackles with
the Gator-Jaw, which they claim is “stronger than steel.”
Made from Plasma synthetic rope, it is easily secured to
awkward attachment points
and eliminates metal shackPros
• Removes metal from
les from a winching system.
winching system
They are available in three
• Protective polymer
sizes ranging from 11,000- to
coating
76,400-pounds MBS ($43 to
• Love the Gator-Jaw
$143), and they float—not a
big deal until you drop one in
Cons
• Bulky storage
the sand, snow, mud, or a river.
• Mesh bag spreads
This was the first time Ned and
grime
I had used a soft shackle and
• Tree protector and
we were quite impressed. Last
extension failed
is the Bubba Life Guard line
protector ($29), which is sewn from heavy material, has a
wide Velcro closure, and is the most robust in this review.
In lab testing the Gator-Jaw was our hero when we
needed an extension to test the blocks and shackles in the
lab. It held up to repeated 24,000-pound pulls without
any negative effect, and exceeded its MBS by more than
25 percent (it ultimately failed at 41,111 pounds). The
Bubba exceeded expectations, but the tree protector and
winch line extension failed prior to reaching their MBSs
(15,078 and 22,682 pounds respectively). Made in USA,
1-year warranty. bubbarope.com, 877-499-8494

M

aster Pull, one of the early developers
of synthetic winch rope for use in
the four-wheel drive sector, has been
in the recovery game for nearly two
decades. As the name might imply, their focus has been
to master the field. We found the Super Yanker Kobra
KERR very easy to work with, though bulkier than
web-style straps. Offered in 10- and 25-foot lengths
($88/$133), the high-visibility 7/8-inch, double-braided
nylon rope provides up to 30-percent stretch. They are
hand-spliced, UV and mildew resistant, and attachment points are wrapped in
heavy-duty Cordura sleeves.
Pros
The MacGyver rigging lines
• Excellent storage bags
• High quality rigging lines come in three lengths (3, 10,
• Best strap ties
and 20 feet, $45/$118/$159)
and can be used for any apCons
plication where elasticity is
• Block not for use with
not desired. We utilized a
steel cable
3-foot version in a basket
• Block won’t accept
two shackles
configuration when testing
• Recovery rope and
all pulley blocks in the lab.
tree protector failed
It exceeded its MBS on multiple pulls with flying colors.
The tree protector features double-wrapped eyelets and
an anti-chafing cover on one side strap.
A Master Pull pulley block ($99) and Superline extension ($128) have been part of my recovery kit since
2008, and each has been put into service many times.
The block, which is for synthetic line only, features
a self-lubricating polymer sheave and plate guards to
protect synthetic rope from damage, tolerances are
tight, and it has the feel of a high-quality instrument.
The only gripe we had was that it will only accept one
shackle. The extension is made from SK75 Dyneema
and has protective sleeves on the eyelets. The Rock
Guard line protector ($13) has also proven durable
over time. As for Van Beest shackles ($16), they are
simply top of the line and the only ones that Master
Pull offers. There are two storage options: the Stuff
Bag ($66) and the larger Gear Bag ($79). These wellconstructed bags are crafted from rubberized rip-stop
nylon, have roll-down closures, quick-release buckles,
and attachment points for lashing. The latter has four
interior pockets, is large enough for a full recovery kit,
and both feature a sturdy carry handle.
Master Pull will be offering these products in two
kits in 2017: the Ultimate Kinetic Recovery and Ultimate Winch Recovery. All items passed lab testing
with the exception of the tree protector and Super
Yanker, which failed to reach their advertised MBSs.
Made in Holland and USA, limited lifetime warranty.
masterpull.com, 877-797-0202

MASTER PULL
Recovery rope is 7/8-inch, double-braided
hand-spliced nylon, and attachment
points are wrapped in Cordura sleeves.
The MacGyver rigging line (21,500 MBS)
exceeded 24,000 pounds tension during
multiple tests. Carry bags are made from
rubberized rip-stop nylon, have roll-down
closures, and quick release buckles.
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CONCLUSIONS
Experience Speaks

NED BACON’S THOUGHTS ON GEAR

While we will admit
that we don’t know
everything, we’ve
learned that durability
and longevity are
paramount.
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Before Chris asked me to help with this
test I really hadn’t given much thought
to my recovery gear. If it worked it stuck
around. If it was crap it got tossed. Having
participated in dozens of vehicle recoveries
all over the world during the last 40 years,
I have developed several preferences. I
prefer traditional flat straps, as they are
easy to roll up, don’t require a lot of space,
and their kinetic properties are highly
effective. Although there are new styles of
pulley blocks on the market, I’ve always
used Warn’s “old style” units and have
never had an issue with their design. The
advent of synthetic rope has made carrying
a winch extension much easier. For me,
however, an extension is only useful if it
fits through a pulley block. Gloves are a
must, and today’s lightweight synthetic
offerings are vast improvements over the
bulky “ranch hand” units of yesteryear. Our
testing provided me with insight into new
inventions like soft shackles, which I feel
could be handy. On the other hand, I still
feel flat straps, a basic pulley block, and
quality steel shackles will always provide
me with the function and reliability I need
to meet any condition.
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N

ed and I have been kicking around in the dirt together for decades.
In the process we have collectively pulled, pushed, and cursed
hundreds of vehicles into submission (back on track). We’ve also
righted or recovered greasy-side-up rigs from mud bogs, sand
dunes, the sides of cliffs, and even from the bottom of a lake. Each scenario has
been unique, each requiring a different approach to rigging, safety, and equipment
choice. While we will admit that we don’t know everything, we’ve learned that
durability and longevity are paramount. Interestingly, not all of the products we
selected as our favorites during field-testing survived the lab work. At the end of the
day, the list below, our Editor’s Choices, represents the items that we would compile
for our ultimate recovery kit.

PULLEY BLOCK

SHACKLE

SHACKLE

This was a toss-up between the ARB and
Warn Epic; both have excellent construction
and will accept up to 1/2-inch steel cable or
synthetic rope. But the ARB gets the nod for
its larger sheave and shackle opening, as well
as the multiple side plate holes that will allow
for easy cleaning.

Its distinctive design will help you find it after
a recovery in a pile of other people’s gear.
Construction is first-rate; it had the highest
WLL of any metal shackle in the review and
passed lab testing.

With a 41,111-pound breaking strength
(as tested), big kudos go to Bubba Rope’s
Gator-Jaw, but we’ll need to give it a good
workout in the field before fully jumping ship
to synthetic.

CHRIS: ARB

CONSENSUS: WARN EPIC

HONORABLE MENTION

RECOVERY STRAP

TREE PROTECTOR

CARRY BAG

CARRY BAG

GLOVES

We like its traditional flat webbing, high quality
construction, reinforced eyelets, and the
color-coding will keep you from accidentally
grabbing a tree saver. Although the Bubba
beat all others in lab testing, we still lean
toward a flat strap.

This unit carries the same construction,
quality, and color-coding as the recovery
strap. With a final breaking point of over
30,000 pounds it surpassed all others in
lab testing.

These bags are high quality, waterproof,
and would be great for a dozen uses.

Although I usually stow my recovery
gear in storage boxes, if I need to haul
it up the trail, Warn’s new backpack will
make life easier.

These gloves are comfortable, provide
good dexterity of the digits, and we liked
the protective Kevlar layer on the palm
and fingers.

CONSENSUS: ARB

CONSENSUS: ARB

NED: MASTER PULL

CHRIS: WARN

CONSENSUS: WARN
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WINCH LINE EXTENSION

PULLEY BLOCK

STRAP TIE

COMPREHENSIVE KIT

COMPREHENSIVE KIT

The quality of the Master Pull and Warn units
is excellent and they will both thread through a
pulley block, but the Gator-ize vinyl sealing of
the Bubba Rope extension is perfect for an item
that is seldom used and may be stowed away in
damp conditions for extended periods of time.

I like the traditional design, that it will
accept multiple shackles, and can be easily
serviced in the field. The similar design of
the 23Zero unit put it in the running but it
failed lab testing.

The ARB and Bubba Rope ties are high
quality products, but Master Pull units latch,
and Velcro makes it easy to quickly stow
your straps.

It has traditional no-nonsense straps, a
Grade 70 chain with rigging hooks, and
my favorite pulley block.

This kit contains premium components, a sturdy
carry case, and all products passed lab testing.
Though I prefer a synthetic rope over a webbingstyle winch extension, the ARB kit has nearly
everything I would need for the long haul.

CONSENSUS: BUBBA ROPE

NED: EXTREME OUTBACK

CONSENSUS: MASTER PULL

NED: EXTREME OUTBACK PRODUCTS

CHRIS: ARB
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RECOVERY GEAR LAB TESTING RESULTS
Product

MBS (lb)

Peak Test Load (lb)

Pass/Fail

Failure Point

23Zero recovery strap

17,600

17,604

Pass

n/a

23Zero tree protector

24,000

24,001

Pass

n/a

23Zero pulley block

22,000

22,243

Fail

Deformation

57,000

16,235

Pass

n/a

23Zero winch line extension

11,000

11,076

Pass

n/a

ARB recovery strap

17,500

19,340

Pass

n/a

ARB tree protector

26,500

30,072

Pass

n/a

23Zero shackle

10,450

ARB pulley block

19,800

38,500

20,032

Pass

n/a

ARB shackle

10,450

57,000

15,765

Pass

n/a

ARB winch line extension

9,900

10,012

Pass

n/a

Extreme Outback recovery strap

17,000

17,062

Pass

n/a

Extreme Outback tree protector

25,000

25,202

Pass

n/a

Extreme Outback pulley block

17,500

17,917

Pass

n/a

57,000

16,008

Pass

n/a

Warn recovery strap

14,400

18,221

Pass

n/a

Warn tree protector

14,400

14,676

Pass

n/a

Extreme Outback shackle
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WLL (lb)

10,450

Warn pulley block

24,000

48,000

24,106

Pass

n/a

Warn shackle

36,000

72,000

36,024

Pass

n/a

Warn winch line extension

12,000

12,134

Pass

n/a

Bubba Rope recovery rope

28,600

34,856

Pass

n/a

Bubba Rope tree protector

23,500

22,682

Fail

Strap/stitching joint

Bubba Rope Gator-Jaw

32,000

41,111

Pass

n/a

Bubba Rope winch line extension

17,200

15,078

Fail

Near splice

Master Pull recovery rope

28,500

27,641

Fail

Rope body

Master Pull tree protector

18,000

17,517

Fail

Strap/stitching joint

Master Pull pulley block

15,000

30,000

15,098

Pass

n/a

Master Pull shackle

10,450

57,000

16,114

Pass

n/a

Master Pull winch line extension

21,700

18,437

Fail

Near splice

Master Pull MacGyver rigging Line

21,500

24,092

Pass

n/a
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